MINUTES
OGSA/REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS MEETING, JANUARY 13, 2016
Hosted at the Intercontinental Hotel, Toronto, ON
In Attendance: Natalie Andrusko (OGSA)
Nicholas Bell (GBGSA)
Jason Boyce (OGSA)
Tim Colin (EOGSA)
Todd Currie (GLAGS)
Matt Dodson (LSGA)
Kevin Doyle (GCSAA)
Mark Durand (GLAGS)
Cory Janzen (OGSA)

Regrets:

Douglas Kennedy (KEGS)
John Lamoreux (OVTA)
John McLinden (OGSA)
Tim Muys (OGSA)
Mark Prieur (OGSA)
Sally Ross (OGSA)
Phil Scully (OGSA)
Paul Schneider (GBGSA)
John Taylor (WOGSA)
Scott White (OGSA)

Stuart McMillan (NOGSA)

John McLinden called the meeting to order at 6:40pm, and welcomed everyone. The group introduced
themselves.
Jason Boyce opened the discussions
Item 1 – Review events and challenges in 2015 after the first regional association held in January,
2015.
 Jason discussed how the lines of communication were more open amongst the regional
associations and that last year’s meeting was a good start in improving discussion of events
throughout the province. He noted that the OGSA will not be holding President’s Day in 2016
 Nic Bell mentioned attendance was down for three GBGSA events held in 2015, and how
suppliers are spread thin financially throughout Ontario.
 Douglas Kennedy of KEGS stated attendance was steady at their six events, and their events are
low-key in nature (later tee times).
 John Taylor of WOGSA said their events were reduced from five to four in 2015, and that their
biggest event is the Taylor Barnes tournament. Membership fees were reduced in their
association, and suppliers are charged a higher rate but can bring as many representatives as
they would like to their golf/meetings.
Item 2 – Regional Association Newsletter – discussion of how effective it is for sharing event dates
 Jason addressed how the newsletter helps reduce conflicts of event dates in Ontario, and the
challenge for the OGSA office to compile the information at the end of the year. Jason asked the
other regional associations if they see value in the newsletter or other suggestions on how to
communicate events.
 Douglas recommended sending deadlines for information to be sent to the OGSA office, and
agreed that there was value in doing a newsletter.










John Taylor asked if regional events could be listing in the OGSA’s weekly clipping’s email blast;
Sally Ross affirmed that regional association events have been included in clippings in the past
by request, and all the regional event dates are posted on the OGSA’s calendar online.
Scott White suggested that regional associations send a reminder email to the OGSA office staff
to include an event in clippings. Jason also advised that regional associations delegate someone
to write something about their events to send to the OGSA office.
John Taylor recommended that the regional association newsletter be once a year in the spring.
Kevin Doyle raised the question about holding a joint event with the regional associations; there
was some discussion about the challenge of picking a format that works for the associations and
the event attendees.
Noted that the OGSA website listing of regional associations links directly to each association
website if one exists.

Item 3 – Technician’s Training hosted by the OGSA
 Tim Muys discussed how three events were held in 2015, and the feedback is to hold training
sessions during the off season. The events were well attended, and the plan is to host a tour at
the John Deere plant in Grimsby coming up in 2016.
 There was some discussion about the OGSA’s 2017 conference in Niagara Falls, and the
challenges of having too much staff away at the same time.
Item 4 – Competition amongst the Associations
 Jason asked the question of whether associations feel as though they are competing against one
another, and discussed how there could be competition for sponsorship from suppliers for
events because of schedule overlaps.
 Jason suggested a survey be done across all the associations to study how members and nonmembers of different associations feel and what they require from the respective associations.
Data could then be shared between all the associations.
Jason thanked all the attendees, and adjourned the meeting at 7:40pm.

